SEO...
It’s a Long Tail Approach

Mentoris Group, a Brisbane Based
Business Strategy and Mentoring ﬁrm,
approached TLS Marke�ng to assist them
with increasing online enquiries by
op�mising their website.
While they did not want to completely
restructure the site, they knew it needed
some op�misa�ons to assist with organic
search TLS Marke�ng provided two
op�ons to assist with achieving their
goals:1. SEO only which would take at least 6 12 months to see solid results and
conversions
2. Shorten the �me frame to 2 - 3
months by u�lising a combined strategic
approach of SEO, SEM, Facebook and
Email Nurturing.

The Opportunity: TLS Marke�ng
conducted a full site audit and
discovered several opportuni�es for
immediate improvement of the site as
well as some extended approaches that
would take �me to come to frui�on. A
6 - 12 month strategy and road map of
op�misa�ons for the site was outlayed
with the most urgent tasks being
implemented within the ﬁrst 2 months
of ac�va�on.
The Strategy: In order to enhance the
sites visibility for organic search result
we concentrated on the below main
tasks to ensure the most impac�ul
results were achieved:1. Op�mise site speed which was si�ng
at 60% and should be around 90%
2. The site was not ranking for any major
keywords and therefore a full keyword
analysis was required.
3. Recommend updates to the layout of
the site for easier naviga�on.

4. Conduct a full link acquisi�on
strategy.

required more content to assist in
ranking.

5. On page op�misa�on including
correct use of keywords in new blog and
content, ongoing review of meta
descrip�ons, alt tags and page �tles.

7. Content strategy, suggested ar�cle
topics and keywords usage for new blog
posts. Ongoing op�miza�on of all new
blog posts as well as upda�ng these on
Google My Business.

6. Source and ﬁx broken internal links
and “orphaned” indexed pages.
Key tasks conducted as part of this
strategy included:1. Increased speed of site through
improving load �mes of images, widgets,
icons and content.
2. Keyword ranking was improved by
upda�ng copy to target the keywords
from the analysis conducted, op�mised
blog ar�cles and updated the H1/H2 and
image alt tags with focus keywords.
3. Provided forma�ng and layout
updates to the home page to assist with
gaining more traﬃc to this sec�on of the
website. As well as adding a menu bar
and further op�misa�ons to the blog
page.
4. Compiled a full back linking strategy
that could be implemented over several
months.
5. Reviewed, recommended and
implemented changes to page �tles,
meta descrip�ons, headings and image
alt tags.
6. Fixed all internal broken links,
removed duplicate pages and highlighted
pages that had low word count and
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8. Full internal linking review to ensure
all blog posts and inner pages were
linking to the priority landing pages.

The Results
Overall: Over a 10 month period we saw
organic traﬃc con�nue to grow with
large spikes occurring during the months
of March, April and August as businesses
reached out for more help during wave
one and two (Victoria - August) of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Organic Rankings: There were consistent
improvement in organic rankings month
on month. The below example shows
there were 34 increases MoM with only
8 decreases.
There were also signiﬁcant increases
from the ‘base’ (which is the star�ng
point when TLS Marke ng began
op�mising the website) where keywords
that were ranked at 30+ moved up to be
within the top 10 search results. One of
the biggest improvements was
‘business coaching brisbane’ > mobile
tracking. This increased from posi on 59
to posi�on 10 and has a monthly search
volume of 390.
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Organic keyword trends also improved signiﬁcantly over this period which has
increased the website's overall search engine visibility (also known as “search visibility”
or “SEO visibility” and is the share of traﬃc that a website receives from its rankings in
the organic search results).
November 2019 had 28 keywords in the top 100
October 2020 had 148 keywords in the top 100
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Backlinking: One of the main strategies for Mentoris was improving the overall backlink
proﬁle, with high authority backlinks. There was a signiﬁcant improvement over this
period with an increase of referring domains from 6 to 27. This included a high authority
from Wikipedia. This has increased the overall MOZ domain authority from 3 to 9.

MOZ domain authority: Predicts a root
domain's ranking potential relative to the
domains in our index. Use this score to
compare your likelihood to rank above that
of your competitors.
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